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1

I.

INTRODUCTIONS AND QUALIFICATIONS

2

Q: Please state your name, employer and business address.

3

A: My name is Chris Neme. I am a co-founder and Principal of Energy Futures Group, a

4

consulting firm that provides specialized expertise on energy efficiency and renewable energy

5

markets, programs and policies. My business address is P.O. Box 587, Hinesburg, VT 05461.

6

Q: Please describe your educational background.

7

A: I received a Master of Public Policy (“MPP”) degree from the University of Michigan (Ann

8

Arbor) in 1986. That is a two-year, multi-disciplinary degree focused on applied economics,

9

statistics and policy development. I also received a Bachelor’s degree in Political Science from

10

the University of Michigan (Ann Arbor) in 1985. My first year of graduate school counted

11

towards both my Masters’ and Bachelor’s degrees.

12

Q: Please summarize your business and professional experience.

13

A: As a Principal in Energy Futures Group, I play major roles in a variety of energy efficiency

14

consulting projects. Recent examples include:

15



Representing NRDC in consultations with utilities and other parties, in both Illinois and

16

Michigan, on efficiency program and portfolio design, cost-effectiveness screening,

17

evaluation, shareholder incentive structures and other related topics;

18
19



Serving as an appointed expert representative on the Ontario Energy Board’s Evaluation
and Audit Committee for natural gas demand-side management;
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20



Serving on the Management Committee and leading strategic planning and program

21

design for a team of firms, led by Applied Energy Group, that was hired by the New

22

Jersey Board of Public Utilities to deliver the electric and gas utility-funded New Jersey

23

Clean Energy Programs;

24



Serving on a five-person drafting committee for development of a new National Standard

25

Practice Manual for cost-effectiveness screening of energy efficiency measures,

26

programs and portfolios;

27



Helping the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners and the Michigan

28

Public Service Commission staff assess the relative merits of alternative approaches to

29

defining savings goals for utility efficiency programs (focusing on lifetime rather than

30

just first year savings); and

31



Drafting policy reports for the Regulatory Assistance Project on a variety of energy

32

efficiency and related regulatory policy issues such as whether 30% electric savings is

33

achievable in ten years, the history of efforts across the United States to use

34

geographically targeted efficiency programs to cost-effectively defer transmission and

35

distribution system investments, the history of bidding of efficiency resources into the

36

PJM and New England capacity markets, and other topics.

37

Prior to co-founding Energy Futures Group in 2010 I worked for 17 years for the Vermont

38

Energy Investment Corporation (“VEIC”), the last 10 as Director of its Consulting Division

39

managing a group of 30 professionals with offices in three states. Most of our consulting work

40

involved critically reviewing, developing and/or supporting the implementation of electric, gas,

41

and multi-fuel energy efficiency programs for clients across North America and beyond. As a
5
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42

member of VEIC’s Senior Management Team, I also helped launch Efficiency Vermont in 2000

43

– a then-new statewide “efficiency utility” VEIC was selected to operate – and became

44

intimately familiar with a myriad of issues associated with the day-to-day delivery of energy

45

efficiency programs. I also helped shape the New England ISO’s rules for inclusion of demand

46

resources in its Forward Capacity Market and led the development of VEIC’s first bids of peak

47

savings from efficiency programs into that market.

48

During my career in energy efficiency I have worked in numerous jurisdictions to develop or

49

review energy efficiency potential studies, develop or review Technical Reference Manuals

50

(“TRM”) of deemed savings assumptions (including the Ohio TRM), support utility-stakeholder

51

“collaboratives”, negotiate or support development of efficiency program performance incentive

52

mechanisms, and review or develop efficiency programs. All told, I have worked on these

53

and/or other efficiency policy and program issues for clients in more than 30 states and provinces

54

as well as parts of Europe. I have also led courses on efficiency program design, published

55

widely on a range of efficiency topics and served on numerous national and regional efficiency

56

committees, working groups and forums. A copy of my curriculum vitae is attached as Exhibit

57

CN-13.

58

Q: Have you previously filed expert witness testimony in a proceeding before the Public

59

Utilities Commission of Ohio (the “Commission”)?

60

A: Yes. Four years ago I filed and defended testimony on First Energy’s limited bidding of

61

efficiency resources into the PJM capacity market (Docket 12-1230-EL-SSO). I also filed and

62

defended testimony before the Commission in 1990 regarding options, including efficiency

63

programs, for complying with acid rain legislation.
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64

Q: Have you been an expert witness on energy efficiency matters before other regulatory

65

commissions?

66

A: Yes, I have filed expert witness testimony on more than 30 other occasions before similar

67

regulatory bodies in nine other states and provinces, including the neighboring jurisdictions of

68

Michigan, Illinois and Ontario, during the past few years.

69
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II.

70

TESTIMONY OVERVIEW

71

Q: Please briefly summarize the main elements of the Ohio Edison Company’s, The

72

Cleveland Electric Company’s, and the Toledo Edison Company’s (“FirstEnergy” or “the

73

Companies”) proposed 2017-2019 Energy Efficiency and Peak Demand Reduction Plans

74

(the “Proposed Plans”).

75

A: The Companies’ Proposed Plans address a variety of issues related to the development and

76

deployment of a variety of efficiency programs. I would summarize the most important elements

77

of the Proposed Plans as follows:
1. They propose to achieve 800,000 MWh of new electricity savings – across the three

78
79

Companies – each year.1 That goal is consistent with one of the agreements in the Third

80

Supplemental Stipulation and Recommendation filed on the Companies’ Fourth Electric

81

Security Plan (“ESP IV Stipulation”).2

82

2. A commitment to achieve that level of savings by expanding the Companies’ previous

83

portfolios of efficiency programs to reflect “best practices” from other utilities in Ohio

84

and nationally. This is also consistent with language in the ESP IV Stipulation.3

85

3. An increase in potential financial incentives for the Companies’ shareholders, most
notably from an increase in the “shared savings” cap from the current $10 million to $25

86
1

The 800,000 MWh annual goal is subject to adjustment based on the volume of customer opt outs. If current levels
of opt outs continued, it would
to an average of a little more than
of about
. Exhibit CN-1.
2
In the Matter of the Application of The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company, Ohio Edison Company, and The
Toledo Edison Company for Authority to Provide for a Standard Service Offer Pursuant to R.C. 4928.143 in the
Form of an Electric Security Plan, Docket No. 14-1297-EL-SSO, Third Supplemental Stipulation and
Recommendation at 11 (December 1, 2015); See also Opinion and Order at 23 to 24, 94, 119 (March 31, 2016).
3
Id., ESP IV Stipulation at 11; Opinion and Order at 68.
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87

million. That proposed increase is also consistent with language in the ESP IV

88

Stipulation.4

89

4. A range of assumptions regarding the different efficiency programs and measures the

90

Companies plan to promote. Those assumptions are derived from a range of sources,

91

including the now six-year-old Ohio Technical Reference Manual, the Pennsylvania

92

TRM and internal Company sources.

93

Q: Are the Proposed Plans beneficial for the Companies’ customers?

94

A: The Companies’ customers would certainly be better off with the reactivated and expanded

95

programs laid out in the Proposed Plans than without them. That said, the Proposed Plans also

96

contain several shortcomings. As a result, they will likely provide substantially fewer benefits

97

than the programs could – or should – produce.

98

Q: Does your testimony address these shortcomings?

99

A: Yes. The purpose of my testimony is to highlight three inter-related concerns regarding the

100

Companies’ Proposed Plans:

101

1. That their proposed shared savings mechanism appears designed to minimize risk and

102

maximize profits for the Companies’ shareholders rather than to reward the Companies

103

for good performance in efficiency program design and delivery;
2. That many aspects of the programs in the Proposed Plans do not represent “best practice”

104
105

in efficiency program planning; and

4

Id., ESP IV Stipulation at 11-12; Opinion and Order at 68-69, 94-95.
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106

3. That the Companies’ savings assumptions are insufficiently supported, insufficiently

107

vetted and, at least in some cases, highly problematic for determining whether they will

108

meet their savings goals and/or for determining the magnitude of any shared savings to

109

which their shareholders should be entitled.

110

Q: What are the implications of these concerns?

111

A: If these concerns are not addressed through required revisions to the Companies’ Proposed

112

Plan, there will be several adverse effects. At the most fundamental level, such adverse effects

113

are likely to include:

114



115
116

rather than in state-of-the-art, newer technology;


117
118

The Companies’ customers being encouraged to invest in outdated efficiency measures

The Companies’ programs collectively producing lower levels of energy savings than
they would under a more effective plan to meet the 800,000 MWh annual savings goal;



119

The Companies’ customers experiencing higher future energy bills than they otherwise
would under a better designed plan;

120



The Companies’ customers forgoing a variety of other potential benefits; and

121



The Companies shareholders earning unreasonably high profits for their efforts (another

122

adverse effect for their customers).

123

Q: Why would the Companies’ programs collectively produce lower levels of savings than

124

they should?
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125

A: As I discuss in more detail later in my testimony, the Companies’ Proposed Plans suggest

126

that they will get an average of approximately 17% of their annual savings from their three

127

Customer Action Programs (from residential, small business and large business) and their

128

Mercantile Customer Program. The sole purpose of those programs is to document savings that

129

customers are producing on their own, without the Companies’ direct, active involvement.5

130

Those savings would occur regardless of whether the Companies count them. If the Companies

131

endeavored to achieve their collective 800,000 MWh annual savings target with less emphasis on

132

these “programs” and instead shifted their focus to programs that produce additional new cost-

133

effective savings caused by the utility itself, the total savings experienced in the Companies’

134

service territory would increase.

135

In addition, as I also discuss in more detail in Section III.C, the Companies appear to be using

136

some outdated assumptions regarding annual savings and/or the life of savings for several key

137

measures in their portfolio. Correcting these assumptions would spur additional “real” cost-

138

effective savings to meet the Companies’ 800,000 MWh annual savings target.

139

Q: Why would the Companies’ customers face higher energy bills?

140

A: If an efficiency program is determined to be “cost-effective,” that means its total cost is

141

lower than the alternative total cost of supplying more electricity (and/or other fuels) to meet a

142

less efficient load. Thus, if the Companies’ Proposed Plans produce lower levels of new, cost-

143

effective energy savings than an alternative plan would produce, then, by definition, the total

144

energy costs borne by its customers will be higher than under the alternative plan.
5

Proposed Plans, Attachment A, Section 3 at 24, 40, 42, 53, 55, 65 (Program Descriptions) (for example, see the
description of the Residential Customer Action Program on Attachment A, page 24 – “The program captures energy
savings and peak demand reductions achieved through actions taken by customers outside of utility-administered
programs”).
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145

It is worth noting that the Companies have estimated that – even excluding their Customer

146

Action and Mercantile Customer “programs” – their efficiency programs will provide an average

147

of about $1.50 in Total Resource Cost (“TRC”) lifecycle benefits for every dollar in costs

148

incurred by the utilities and their customers in procuring energy savings. In other words, the

149

efficiency savings that their programs are causing cost about one-third less than the alternative

150

cost of electricity supply. In total, the Companies’ TRC cost-effectiveness analysis suggests that

151

their programs (again excluding Customer Action and Mercantile Customer “programs”) would

152

produce more than $275 million in bill savings for their customers relative to the alternative cost

153

of electricity supply.6 Moreover, that estimate

154

result from a number of electric efficiency measures,7 appears to exclude the effects

that will also

155
156

for electric energy
and electric capacity,8 and appears to incorrectly base
9

Thus, even a modest percentage increase in

158

real, new savings from a better plan could produce tens of millions of dollars of additional

159

energy bill savings.

160

In addition, a more robust efficiency program portfolio could lay a better foundation for

161

acquiring additional energy savings in the future, potentially enabling less costly compliance

162

with future carbon emissions regulations such as those proposed under the U.S. Environmental

163

Protection Agency’s Clean Power Plan.
6

As estimated using the TRC test. See Proposed Plans, Attachment A, Appendix C-4; see also Exhibit CN-2.
Exhibit CN-3. Part (d) states that
.
8
Exhibit CN-4.
9
The Companies used
(see Exhibit CN-3). However, because
. (Exhibit CN-5). The Errata the Companies provided for
their Proposed Plans on June 17, which
7
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164

Q: Can you elaborate on why it is important to consider the implications for meeting

165

future Clean Power Plan regulations in determining the reasonableness of the Companies’

166

Proposed Plans?

167

A: On August 3rd, 2016, U.S. EPA released the final Clean Power Plan, which sets individual

168

state targets for carbon dioxide emissions from existing power plants. While the final rule no

169

longer includes energy efficiency as one of the core “building blocks” upon which the emissions

170

targets are set, energy efficiency is nonetheless prominently featured as a key compliance option

171

for states.10 As U.S. EPA articulates:

172
173
174
175
176

[t]he Clean Power Plan puts energy efficiency front and center because it is an
important, proven strategy widely used by states that can substantially and costeffectively lower carbon dioxide emissions from the power sector. And while the final
state goals don’t include energy efficiency as a building block, this does not limit the
ability of states to use energy efficiency to meet their clean power goals.11

177

Additional opportunities exist for Ohio with the Clean Energy Incentive Program (“CEIP”), an

178

optional program that U.S. EPA created alongside the Clean Power Plan that provides additional

179

incentives for early investment in energy efficiency in low-income communities.12 The program

180

offers a two-to-one match for state energy efficiency savings in order to jump-start these efforts

181

in low-income communities.

182

Thus, by making investments to increase energy efficiency in the homes (especially low-income

183

homes), businesses and manufacturing facilities of their customers, the Companies’ Proposed

184

Plans have the potential to reduce carbon pollution, thereby lowing future costs of complying
10

U.S. EPA Fact Sheet, Energy Efficiency in the Clean Power Plan, available at
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-08/documents/fs-cpp-ee.pdf.
11
Ibid.
12
U.S. EPA Fact Sheet, Proposed Rule About Design Details of the Clean Energy Incentive Program (CEIP) Under
the Clean Power Plan, available at https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2016-06/documents/fs-ceip-proposal061616.pdf.
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185

with federal carbon emission requirements. That will have the effect of providing bill savings

186

beyond the more traditional avoided energy, avoided capacity and avoided T&D benefits that are

187

more commonly considered when assessing the benefits of efficiency programs.

188

Put simply, the Companies have a tremendous opportunity to start to prepare for these upcoming

189

carbon reduction requirements, and take advantage of programs like the CEIP, through their

190

utility-run energy efficiency portfolios.

191

Q: You suggest that there will be additional benefits, beyond bill savings, that customers

192

would also forgo as a result of the Companies’ Proposed Plans producing less real, new

193

savings than it could. What are those additional benefits?

194

There are several:


195

Risk reduction. Efficiency investments also generally reduce risk for electricity

196

consumers, such as the risk of exposure to future fuel price volatility. There is value to

197

reductions in risk. Indeed, since the early 1990s Vermont regulators have required the

198

application of a 10% downward adjustment to efficiency costs as a proxy for this benefit

199

when screening efficiency programs for cost-effectiveness.13 There is no comparable

200

accounting for this benefit in the Companies’ analyses.


201
202

Non-energy benefits. Efficiency investments also often provide a variety of non-energy
benefits, such as improved comfort, improved health and safety, improved building

13

State of Vermont Public Service Board, Investigation into Least-Cost Investments, Energy Efficiency,
Conservation, and Management of Demand for Energy, Docket No. 5270 Board Decision Adopting (as Modified)
Hearing Officer’s Report and Proposal for Decision (April 16, 1990), available at
http://psb.vermont.gov/sites/psb/files/projects/EEU/screening/5270final.pdf.
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203

durability, and improved business productivity. Again, these benefits appear to not be

204

captured in the Companies’ analyses.


205

Job creation and economic development.

Efficiency programs can also have a positive

net impact on local job creation and economic development.14

206

14

See, e.g., Laitner, John A. “Skip,” The Long-Term Energy Efficiency Potential: What the Evidence Suggests,
ACEEE Report Number E121 (January 2012).
(http://aceee.org/sites/default/files/publications/researchreports/e121.pdf).
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207

III.

208

ISSUES WITH THE COMPANIES’ PROPOSED SHARED
SAVINGS MECHANISM

209

Q: What is your view regarding whether utility shareholders should profit from the

210

offering of efficiency programs?

211

A: I am a long-time supporter of policies to provide financial incentives for well-designed and

212

well-delivered efficiency programs. In my experience, efficiency program administrators

213

perform better – with significant benefits for their customers – when they are given the

214

opportunity to earn financial incentives for good performance. That may be particularly true for

215

utilities who could otherwise have a financial disincentive to effectively procure energy savings.

216

That said, the benefits to consumers of offering utilities financial incentives for efficiency

217

programs will only be realized if the incentive mechanism is structured properly.

218

Q: What, in your view, constitutes a properly structured utility shareholder incentive

219

mechanism?

220

A: There are many layers to that “onion.” I will focus on only the most fundamental principle

221

here: the mechanism should reward good or exemplary performance relative to what should be

222

expected from a proposed level of budget and effort. Critically, rewards should not be provided

223

for poor or mediocre performance. Put another way, there should be some uncertainty as to

224

whether the utility will earn incentives in any given year. Otherwise, the mechanism becomes

225

more of an entitlement than a vehicle for rewarding performance.

226

Q: Is the Companies’ proposed shared savings mechanism consistent with that

227

fundamental principle?

228

A: No.
16
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229

Q: Why not? What are its shortcomings?

230

A: There are several problems with the Companies’ proposed shared savings mechanism:

231

1. The Companies’ shareholders would have the ability to earn their maximum shared

232

savings percentage even if the utilities fell well short of their planned savings target.

233

Specifically, the savings threshold after which shareholders can begin to earn money is
the savings the Companies have forecast for their Proposed Plans.15 The

234
235

savings level at which each utility Company can maximize its “shared savings”

236

percentage is

237

more of a low-risk entitlement than a reward for performance.

the forecast plan savings level. This renders the mechanism

2. Nearly one-quarter of the Utility Cost Test (“UCT”) net benefits which the Companies

238
239

are forecasting under their Proposed Plans will come from efficiency investments and

240

savings that the utility will have had no material role in producing.16
3. The calculation of UCT net benefits in which the Companies’ Proposed Plans suggests

241
242

that shareholders are entitled to “share” excludes all programs that are not cost-effective.

243

While that may have been intended to encourage the development of programs that are,

244

indeed, cost-effective,17 this approach has some adverse unintended consequences.

245

Specifically, it puts all responsibility for programs that fail cost-effectiveness screening

15

The percentage

for each of the three Companies (see Exhibit CN-1). The percentages are

16

This is the portion of cost-effective program UCT net benefits resulting from Customer Action Programs across
all sectors and the Mercantile Customer Program (see Exhibit CN-6). It may be a conservative estimate since the
Companies have indicated they will also claim any savings from the Energy Special Improvement District program,
but has not estimated the savings that program may produce.
17
See Commission’s discussion of this issue in Docket No. 14-1297-EL-SSO, Opinion and Order at 68-69.
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246

on consumers and does not provide an incentive to minimize the extent to which some

247

programs fail cost-effectiveness screening.

248

I lay out in detail these concerns with the structure of the shared savings mechanism in the

249

following sections.

A. Shared Savings Earned on Under-Performing Portfolio

250
251

Q: What is the Companies’ proposal regarding the “trigger point” at which it could begin

252

to earn shared savings?

253

A:

254

as soon as it exceeds its statutory annual and cumulative savings targets.18 That is consistent

255

with the structure of the Companies’ past shared savings mechanisms.19 However, as noted

256

above, the Companies’ statutory savings targets for the 2017-2019 plan years20 are well below

257

what they committed to save under the ESP IV Stipulation and have forecasted to save under

258

their Proposed Plans.

259

Q: What is the problem with applying the same “trigger point” that is currently in Ohio

260

statute?

261

A: If the Companies were only planning and budgeting to meet the statutory target, then

262

exceeding that target would represent a successful outcome that should, indeed, be rewarded.

263

However, in the ESP IV Stipulation, the Companies negotiated and committed to a portfolio

FirstEnergy proposes that each individual subsidiary Company begin to earn shared savings

18

Proposed Plans, Attachment A at 99-100.
In the Matter of the Application of The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company, Ohio Edison Company, and The
Toledo Edison Company for Approval of Their Energy Efficiency and Peak Demand Reduction Program Plans for
2013 through 2015, Docket No. 12-2190-EL-POR, Opinion and Order at 12-17 (March 20, 2013).
20
This is assuming that the currently-frozen annual statutory targets resume on January 1, 2017. See Ohio Revised
Code 4928.66 (A)(1)(a).
19
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264

savings target that exceeds the statutory target in the Ohio Revised Code.21 The Companies

265

designed and budgeted for their programs to save more than 800,000 MWh annually (subject to

266

adjustments for opt-outs), which exceeds the Ohio Revised Code statutory target by an average

267

of more than

268

only just meet their statutory targets, this should be considered under-performance and should

269

not merit any shareholder rewards.

270

It is worth noting that the Companies have proposed that their shared savings cap be dramatically

271

increased, from the current $10 million to $25 million per year after-tax.23 The Companies base

272

this proposal on the Commission’s March 31, 2016 Opinion and Order in the ESP IV case.24

273

That same Order endorsed the savings target of 800,000 MWh that the Companies’ 2017-2019

274

Proposed Plans have been designed to meet.25 If both the Companies’ savings target and shared

275

savings cap are to be increased substantially, it is unreasonable to expect the “trigger point” for

276

shared savings to remain unchanged.

across the three subsidiary Companies.22 In that context, if the Companies

B. Inappropriate Inclusion of Savings the Companies Had No Material Role in
Producing

277
278

What is the Companies’ proposal with regards to the savings they can count towards

279

Q:

280

their savings targets and include in their shared savings calculations?

281

A: The Companies suggest that all savings from all of the programs in the Proposed Plans count

282

toward both the annual savings targets and the calculation of shared savings, with the exclusion

283

T&D projects and projects that receive funding from the Universal Service Fund which will not
21

See Docket No. 14-1297-EL-SSO, ESP IV Stipulation at 11; see also Ohio Revised Code 4928.66 (A)(1)(a).
See Exhibit CN-1.
23
Proposed Plans, Attachment A at 100.
24
Docket No. 14-1297-EL-SSO, Opinion and Order at 68-69, 94-95;
25
Id. at 23 to 24, 94, 119
22
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284

be included in the portfolio’s adjusted net benefits.26 The programs that the Companies intend to

285

count toward shared savings include a variety of “programs” whose savings the Companies will

286

have had no material role (or no active role) in producing, such as their various “Customer

287

Action Programs” and their Mercantile Customer Program.

288

Q: How large a role do these programs play in the Companies’ Proposed Plans?

289

A: Together, the three Customer Action Programs and the Mercantile Customer Program

290

account for only about 2% of the total budget,27 but about 17% of total annual MWh savings

291

over the three-year plan period.28 Their impact on shared savings is larger. Combined, they

292

account for about 23% of the UCT net benefits that the Companies estimate the Proposed Plans

293

will produce and which would be “shared” with customers under the Companies’ proposed

294

shared savings mechanism.29 And these values may be conservative estimates. They do not

295

include impacts from the Energy Special Improvement District (“ESID”) initiative for which the

296

Companies have not yet estimated any savings or UCT net benefits in their Proposed Plan, but

297

whose impacts they appear to be reserving the right to include in future shared savings

298

calculations,30 even though they do not appear to have plans to play a material role in the

299

production of savings from ESIDs.31

300

Q: Aren’t the Companies permitted, by law, to count savings from programs like their

301

Customer Action and Mercantile Customer Programs?

26

Id.
Proposed Plans, Attachment A, Appendix B-1.
28
Proposed Plans, Attachment A, Appendix B-2.
29
See Exhibit CN-6; see also Exhibit CN-2.
30
See Exhibit CN-7.
31
See Exhibit CN-8.
27
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302

A: As I understand it, the Companies are permitted by law to count such savings towards their

303

statutory savings targets. I am not contesting that point. However, I am unaware of any

304

provision in law that specifies whether savings from such programs should be counted in shared

305

savings calculations.

306

Q: Are you suggesting that the savings and benefits from these programs should be

307

excluded from shared savings calculations?

308

A: Yes.

309

Q: Why?

310

A: Three related reasons:

311

1. It would be bad policy to reward utility shareholders for actions they did not

312

influence;

313

2. It violates the concept, committed to in the Proposed Plans and negotiated by the

314

Companies in their recent ESP IV Stipulation, of embracing “best practices” for

315

efficiency programs;32 and

316

3. It would provide a significant incentive for the Companies to increase focus on

317

programs that merely document savings that the Companies did not have a material

318

role in producing – and lessen focus on other programs that are actively designed to

319

provide new, cost-effective benefits to customers.

320

Q: Can you elaborate on why it would be bad policy?
32

See Docket No. 14-1297-EL-SSO, ESP IV Stipulation at 11; Opinion and Order at 68.
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321

A: The Companies’ shareholder incentive mechanism is called “shared savings.” But if the

322

utility has no role in producing savings, there is no grounds for “sharing.” Put another way,

323

utility shareholders should not be rewarded for actions that the Companies had no material role

324

in producing. I cannot imagine what policy grounds there would be for thinking otherwise.

325

Q: How would the Companies’ proposed shared saving structure violate the principle of

326

embracing “best practices” in efficiency programming?

327

A: The Companies’ Customer Action Programs, for example, are the antithesis of “best

328

practice” because they do not produce any new savings. They merely document what customers

329

have already produced on their own. No other jurisdiction with which I am familiar counts such

330

savings towards utility savings targets, let alone rewards shareholders for the utility doing no

331

more than documenting their existence. The ESID is problematic for similar reasons.

332

Q: Why would including savings from such programs in shared savings calculations create

333

incentives to increase focus on such “programs” and lessen focus on other programs that

334

actually provide benefits to customers?

335

A: The savings from the Companies’ three Customer Action and Mercantile Customer

336

“programs” collectively have a UCT benefit-cost ratio of 25 to 1.33 In contrast, the UCT benefit-

337

cost ratio of the other cost-effective programs in the Proposed Plans is 2.7 to 1.34 In other words,

338

the Customer Action and Mercantile Customer “programs” provide about nine times as much net

339

benefits to “share” under the Companies’ proposed “shared savings” mechanism as their other

340

programs. That is not surprising since the Companies spend very little substantive program
33
34

See Exhibits CN-2 and CN-6.
Id.
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341

dollars to produce them. All they have to do is conduct studies to estimate what their customers

342

are doing on their own.35

343

Put simply, every kWh of savings documented through the Customer Action Programs allows

344

each utility to expend less effort to capture savings from other programs. The only real, new

345

savings that produce any benefits (relative the baseline of what would have happened anyway)

346

will come from these other programs. As a result, any incentive to maximize documentation of

347

Customer Action Program savings will have adverse economic, environmental and economic

348

development impacts relative to a plan and policy that did not allow such savings to be included

349

in the determination of shareholder incentives.

350

C. Excluding Programs Failing UCT Screening from Shared Savings Calculation

351

Q: What is your concern regarding the Companies’ proposal to include only the impacts of

352

cost-effective programs in their calculation of shared savings?

353

A: I have a couple of concerns. First, as noted above, it is a form of “cherry-picking.” In short,

354

it means that the Companies’ shareholders would receive a portion of the economic benefits of

355

programs that are cost-effective, but shoulder none of the burden of programs whose costs are

356

greater than the direct electric bill savings that they produce but which may be pursued for other

357

important policy reasons (e.g. supporting low-income customers). That is inequitable. Second,

358

it means that the Companies would have no incentive to improve or even to efficiently deliver

359

programs that are expected to fail cost-effectiveness screening.
35

The data collected from such an inquiry may be interesting to gauge customer uptake and trends, but does not rise
to the level of being a “program,” let alone one that represents “best practice” or is worthy of rewarding through a
shareholder incentive mechanism.
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360

Q: How big of an issue is this? What are the implications for the Companies’ shareholder

361

incentive earnings?

362

A: Excluding programs that fail UCT cost-effectiveness screening from the shared savings

363

calculation has the effect of increasing UCT net benefits by about 2.4% – or about $15 million –

364

across all the Companies over the three-year plan period.36 If the Companies reach the highest

365

incentive tier in which their shared savings percentage would be 13% – which, as discussed

366

above, is almost a foregone conclusion given their proposed shared savings structure – that

367

would translate to approximately $2 million in shareholder incentives.

368

36

See Exhibits CN-2 and CN-6.
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IV.

369

FALLING SHORT OF “BEST PRACTICE” COMMITMENT

370

Q: Would it be reasonable for the Commission and other parties to expect the Companies’

371

Proposed Plans to be consistent with industry “best practices”?

372

A: Yes, subject to any legal or regulatory constraints that would preclude adoption of best

373

practices. Absent such constraints, it would be a disservice to customers for a utility to adopt

374

“just adequate,” “mediocre,” or “poor” practices.

375

Q: Have the Companies suggested in the Proposed Plans that they have fully embraced

376

“best practices”?

377

A: In the ESP IV Stipulation and Order, the Companies agreed to expand program offerings to

378

include best practice ideas from utility peers in Ohio and nationally.37 Consistent with this

379

commitment, the Companies make repeated reference to the concept of “best practices” in the

380

Proposed Plans. For example, they suggest in their discussion of the criteria and process that it

381

used to select programs that it began with a review of options that included “best practices from

382

utility peers in Ohio and nationally” and that program designs were evaluated and finalized

383

based, in part, on whether they involved best practice approaches.38 In their discussion of

384

program planning, the Companies also suggest that expanding program offerings “to include best

385

practice and other ideas identified through benchmarking and stakeholder input” was one of two

37
38

Docket No. 14-1297-EL-SSO, ESP IV Stipulation at 11; Opinion and Order at 68.
Proposed Plans, Attachment A at 19.
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386

“cornerstones” of their Proposed Plans (the other being reactivating and continuing their prior

387

programs).39

388

Q: Despite the language noted above, in the introductory summary to this testimony, you

389

state that many aspects of the Companies’ Proposed Plans “do not represent ‘best practice’

390

in efficiency program design.” Can you give some examples?

391

A: Yes, I can offer several:


392

Significant emphasis on Customer Action and Mercantile Customer “programs”.

393

As I discussed earlier, these are programs whose savings and related economic benefits

394

the Companies will have had no material role in producing. In that sense, they are the

395

antithesis of best practice. At least in the case of the Customer Action “programs,” the

396

Companies have discretion as to whether (or how much) to include them in their

397

Proposed Plans.


398

Continued promotion of compact fluorescent light bulbs (“CFLs”). CFLs are

399

becoming an outdated technology. Light Emitting Diode (“LED”) technology is quickly

400

supplanting it. LEDs generally produce higher quality light, can better meet certain

401

customer needs (e.g. dimming), last longer and even produce slightly greater savings.

402

And as shown in Figure 1 – extracted from a recent presentation by the Connecticut

403

electric utilities – the price of LEDs has dropped dramatically, to the point where they are

404

comparable to CFL prices for key product categories. It is worth noting that the

405

combination of superior performance and dropping prices led General Electric to recently

39

Proposed Plans, Attachment A at 81.
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406

announce that it was discontinuing the manufacturing of coiled CFLs for the U.S.

407

market.40 Ikea switched to selling only LEDs in its stores in September 2015.41

408

Moreover, no currently qualified ENERGY STAR CFL will meet the new federal STAR

409

specification that goes into effect on January 2, 2017. That is also reflected in the

410

information provided in Figure 1.
Figure 1: Comparison of Residential Lighting Products42

411

412
413

Thus, it is not surprising that numerous utilities and/or states have already stopped

414

promoting CFLs or are planning to do so starting in 2017.43 Prior to drafting their
40

U.S. Dept. of Energy, What Today’s Lighting Efficiency Proposal Is And What It Isn’t (February 12, 2016),
available at http://energy.gov/articles/what-today-s-lighting-efficiency-proposal-and-what-it-isn-t
41
Id.
42
Pernia, Jesus and Stan Mertz, Connecticut & National Lighting Market Update, presented at Connecticut Energy
Efficiency Board retreat (June 22, 2016).
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415

Proposed Plans, the Companies received feedback from stakeholders that it too should

416

eliminate CFLs from its programs and shift exclusively to promoting LEDs. However,

417

fully half of the Companies’ 2017 residential light bulb participation is forecast to be

418

CFLs; a significant fraction is even forecast for as late as 2019.44


419

Lack of definitive commitment to midstream and/or upstream approaches to

420

promote non-lighting efficiency measures. One of the more promising innovations in

421

efficiency program design in recent years is the adoption of midstream or upstream

422

incentives. Under this approach, financial incentives are provided to retailers, vendors,

423

distributors or even manufacturers of efficient products rather than to the end use

424

consumers. This approach has several advantages. Most importantly, it often leads to

425

much higher market penetration rates for efficient equipment. That can be seen in Figure

426

2 below, which shows that a commercial cooling equipment upstream incentive program

427

(blue bars) run by Pacific Gas and Electric in California for over a decade achieved nine

428

times the level of participation that its former “downstream” customer rebate program

429

design (red bars) achieved. Interestingly, when the program design was changed back to

430

a customer rebate after four years of the upstream model, participation plummeted again.

431

After two years of that much lower participation rate, the upstream incentive approach

432

was re-initiated and participation skyrocketed again.

43

Examples include: Commonwealth Edison in Illinois (presentation by Roger Baker, Commonwealth Edison, to
the March 28, 2016 Illinois Stakeholder Advisory Group meeting regarding its next three year plan to be filed in the
Fall of 2016 and covering the period June 1, 2017 through May 31, 2020 , available at
http://ilsagfiles.org/SAG_files/Meeting_Materials/2016/March_29-29_2016_Meeting/PY1012_Program_Strawman_ComEd_March_SAG_v2.pdf); and New Jersey (Applied Energy Group, Energy Efficiency
and Renewable Energy Program Plan, Summary of Proposed Program Modifications for Fiscal Year 2017 (May
31, 2016)), available at
http://www.njcleanenergy.com/files/file/public_comments/Summary%20of%20FY17%20Program%20Changes.pdf)
44
Proposed Plans, Attachment A, Appendix C-2.
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Figure 2: Upstream vs. Downstream Incentive Approaches45

433

434
435

Similarly impressive results have been achieved for other products and in other states.46

436

These types of increases in market penetration happen for several reasons. First, it is

437

generally easier to inform and work with a relatively small number of strategic market

438

actors who influence (through their own stocking and sales practices) the purchases of

439

thousands of end use customers. Second, because the cost of products is typically

440

marked up at every step in the supply chain, a financial incentive paid to a distributor will

441

cover a higher fraction of the incremental cost of a product (making it easier to persuade

442

the distributor to stock and promote it) than the same financial incentive paid to an end
45

Hanna, James, et al., The 900% Solution: Supercharging HVAC Efficiency Portfolios, Presentation at the 2012
ACEEE Summer Study (informal session) (August 16, 2012).
46
See, e.g. Parsons, Jennifer, Energize Connecticut Upstream Residential HVAC Program, presented at the ACEEE
National Conference on Energy Efficiency as a Resource (September 22, 2015), available at
http://aceee.org/sites/default/files/pdf/conferences/eer/2015/Jennifer_Parsons_Session4A_EER15_9.22.15.pdf.
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443

use customer. Third, upstream incentives are easy to set up in ways that eliminate the

444

need for filling out of rebate forms and/or other paperwork that “downstream” players

445

often dislike. Upstream incentives are also typically easier and can be less expensive to

446

administer. The Companies were encouraged by stakeholders to adopt more upstream

447

approaches. NRDC, in particular, suggested that the Companies put in place an upstream

448

incentive for efficiency residential circulator pumps.47 Though the Companies did add

449

efficient circulator pumps to the list of residential efficiency measures it will promote, it

450

has not committed to an upstream incentive approach for this or any other measure. In

451

fact, it is forecasting that it will have only five circulator pump participants per year per

452

Company – 15 in total. An upstream program would likely see participation dramatically

453

higher than that – perhaps even as much as 100 times greater.

454



Lack of clear commitment to coordination of program delivery with gas utilities.

455

Many efficiency measures save both electricity and gas. For example, insulation

456

measures can both reduce summer electric cooling loads and winter gas heating loads. In

457

addition, a number of electric and gas measures are most effectively promoted together.

458

As a result, there are several potential advantages to joint or at least coordinated design

459

and delivery of electric and gas efficiency programs. First, it enables clearer messaging

460

to consumers about efficiency opportunities and ways to address them. Second, it

461

reduces transaction costs for customers interested in participating in programs (e.g. one

462

utility or efficiency service provider to call instead of two, one appointment to set up

463

instead of two, one set of paperwork to complete instead of two, etc.). Finally, it can

464

reduce each utility’s costs to administer and deliver programs because those costs are
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465

shared. Several leading jurisdictions have demonstrated that joint delivery can be quite

466

successful.48 However, there is very little evidence in the Companies’ Proposed Plans

467

indicating attention to this opportunity. Indeed, I found only one reference in the entire

468

Proposed Plans to efforts to coordinate with Natural Gas Distribution Companies

469

(NGDCs) – in a suggestion that the Companies will “pursue opportunities” to coordinate

470

providing audits (through its Energy Efficient Homes Program) with the NGDCs.49

471

There are a variety of other residential and business program areas where coordination

472

and/or joint program delivery could be advantageous.

473

48

Nowak, Seth, Marty Kushler and Patti White, Successful Practices in Combined Gas and Electric Utility Energy
Efficiency Programs, ACEEE Report U1406 (August 2014), available at http://aceee.org/research-report/u1406.
49
Proposed Plans, Attachment A at 33.
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V.

474

PROBLEMS WITH SAVINGS ASSUMPTIONS

475

Q: Please summarize the basis for the Companies’ savings, measure life and other

476

assumptions.

477

A: The Companies use a mix of sources for their assumptions.50 Many appear to be taken

478

directly from the Ohio TRM or the Pennsylvania TRM. Many others are purported to be

479

adjustments to values in the Ohio or Pennsylvania TRMs. And many others originate from a

480

variety of other sources which the Companies lump into a category called “Company

481

Assumption.”

482

Q: Have you reviewed all of the Companies’ assumptions?

483

A: No. I have selectively reviewed only a few of them. I would suggest that it is unreasonable

484

to expect a full vetting of savings assumptions to occur in the context of a proceeding like this

485

one.

486

Q: Why is that?

487

A: Thorough reviews of TRMs typically take at least several months; often more. And such

488

reviews can cost on the order of $200,000 or more. That level of time and resources is often not

489

available in cases like these. Moreover, TRM reviews generally require significant

490

collaboration, including a lot of “back and forth” discussion between the contractor performing

491

the review, the utility and other parties to better understand the rationale for current assumptions

50

For the source of the Companies’ measure savings assumptions, see Proposed Plans, Attachment A, Appendix C1. See also Exhibit CN-9.
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492

and possible alternatives. Such informal “back and forth” is not possible in a contested

493

proceeding like this one.

494

Q: Did the limited review of assumptions that you did undertake raise any concerns?

495

A: Yes. It raised both some bigger picture policy issues as well as some specific concerns about

496

individual assumptions.

497

Q: What are the bigger picture policy concerns?

498

A: I have two related concerns:

499

1. There does not appear to be a venue in which the reasonableness of planning assumptions

500

can be vetted. Many states now have statewide TRMs with prescribed and

501

institutionalized annual processes for updating assumptions. No such processes exist in

502

Ohio. Indeed, the current Ohio TRM is now six years old51 – i.e. woefully outdated.

503

2. There are no related policies in place regarding when one can deviate from the Ohio

504

TRM. The absence of such rules opens the door for the Companies and other utilities to

505

“cherry-pick” assumptions that best match their objectives rather than those that are most

506

objectively appropriate.

507

Q: What specific concerns about individual assumptions did you identify?

508

A: I have identified three:

509

1. Related to the assumed savings for recycled refrigerators;
51

In the Matter of Protocols for the Measurement and Verification of Energy Efficiency and Peak Demand
Reduction Measures, Docket No. 09-512-GE-UNC, VEIC Draft TRM (August 2010); Commission Findings and
Order at 33 (July 2013).
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510

2. Related to the assumed measure life for residential CFL lamps; and

511

3. Related to the measure life for residential LED lamps.

512

Given the very limited nature of my review, it would not be surprising if there were many other

513

measures for which the assumptions being used by the Companies are problematic.

514

Q: Please elaborate on your concern regarding the reasonableness of the Companies’

515

assumed savings for recycled refrigerators.

516

A: The Companies assume that the average recycled refrigerator will provide annual savings of

517

1376 kWh.52 That is considerably higher than assumed and/or found in other jurisdictions.53

518

Moreover, it is 35% higher than the Companies’ own most recent evaluation of their Appliance

519

Recycling program (1020 kWh).54

520

Q: What would be the implications of changing the Companies’ assumption to the result of

521

their most recent evaluation for just this one measure?

522

A: The result would be a

523

portfolio annual savings goal. It would also mean a

in annual savings of about

of the total
in UCT net benefits of roughly

52

Proposed Plans, Attachment A, Appendix C-1 at 1.
For example, a recent Commonwealth Edison evaluation found that its Illinois program had average gross savings
of 853 kWh per refrigerator (available at
http://ilsagfiles.org/SAG_files/Evaluation_Documents/ComEd/ComEd_EPY7_Evaluation_Reports/ComEd_PY7_F
FR_Evaluation_Report_2016-02-17_Final.pdf). In addition, the current Michigan Efficiency Measures Database
(MEMD) estimates annual savings to be 1135 kWh per refrigerator (a copy of the most recent MEMD can be found
at http://www.michigan.gov/mpsc/0,4639,7-159-52495_55129---,00.html),. The 2016 Pennsylvania TRM suggests
default savings levels that average (across the seven utilities in the state) about 1066 kWh per refrigerator.
54
In the Matter of the Application for the Energy Efficiency and Peak Demand Reduction Portfolio Status Report of
The Toledo Edison Company and The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company and Ohio Edison Company, Case
No. 16-0941-EL-EEC, Application, Appendix C, ADM Associates, Appliance Turn-In Program: Evaluation,
Measurement and Verification Report, 2015 Participants at 21 (May 12, 2016).
53
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over the three-year plan period.55 At the highest shared savings percentage tier,

524
525

that would represent a

in shareholder incentives of about

.

526

Q: Please elaborate on the nature of your concern regarding the Companies’ CFL measure

527

life assumption.

528

A: The Companies appear to be assuming that CFLs promoted through its Energy Efficient

529

Products program have a savings life of seven years.56 While that might have been reasonable a

530

few years ago, it is no longer appropriate. Federal efficiency standards under the Energy

531

Independence and Security Act (EISA) that will go into effect in 2020 will effectively require all

532

new general service screw-based lamps to be as efficient as CFLs. Since the average baseline

533

lamp being replaced by a CFL has a life that is much shorter than that of CFLs (or LEDs), that

534

means that savings from new standard CFLs installed this year (or next year, or the year after

535

that) will all effectively end in 2020. Put another way, rather than seven years as the Companies

536

are currently using, the appropriate measure life for a standard CFL installed in the 2017, 2018

537

and 2019 portfolio years should be assumed to be three years, two years and one year,

538

respectively.

55

This estimate was developed by comparing: (A) the net present value of the benefits for the measure under the
Companies’ assumptions about avoided costs (see Exhibit CN-10), per unit savings and measure life (based on
Proposed Plans, Attachment A, Appendix C-1) and participation rates (based on Proposed Plans, Attachment A,
Appendix C-2); to (B) the net present value with only the per unit savings changed as suggested in my testimony
(see Exhibit CN-12). Note that this estimate, like other estimates of measure specific net benefits provided later in
this testimony, is approximate because it was developed using a simplifying assumption that savings occur evenly
across all twelve months of the year. In reality, the savings profile of refrigerators, lighting and some other end uses
have some seasonal variation which can affect the value of savings because avoided energy costs also vary
seasonally. However, sensitivity analyses suggest that this simplifying assumption would not have a major impact
for the measures I analyzed.
56
Proposed Plans, Attachment A, Appendix C-1 at 2 of 8.
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539

This is precisely the approach recommended by the national “Uniform Methods Project,” a

540

national effort designed to bring best practice consistency to energy savings estimation and

541

evaluation:

542
543
544
545
546
547

Bulbs expected to be in use in 2020 and beyond will be affected by the EISA backstop
provision mentioned in Section 1. The life cycle savings of CFLs, therefore, should either
terminate for any remaining years in the expected life beginning in mid-2020, or be
substantially reduced after 2020 to account for the backstop provision. Similarly, the life
cycle savings for LEDs should incorporate this upcoming baseline change.57
It is also the approach that the current Illinois TRM takes with respect to standard CFLs:

548
549
550
551
552
553

A provision in the EISA regulations requires that by January 1, 2020, all lamps meet
efficiency criteria of at least 45 lumens per watt, in essence making the baseline
equivalent to a current day CFL. Therefore the measure life (number of years that
savings should be claimed) should be reduced once the assumed lifetime of the bulb
exceeds 2020.58
With respect to CFLs installed in interior locations, the Illinois TRM goes on to say that:

554
555
556
557

The expected measure life (number of years that savings should be claimed) for bulbs
installed June 2012 – May 2015 is assumed to be 5.2 years. For bulbs installed June
2015 – May 2016, this would be reduced to 5 years and then for every subsequent year
should be reduced by one year.59

558

Q: What would be the implications of changing the Companies’ measure life assumption

559

for standard CFLs from seven years to three, two or one year (depending on the year of

560

installation during the plan period)?

57

Dimetrosky, Scott, Katie Parkinson and Noah Lieb, Methods for Determining Energy Efficiency Savings for
Specific Measures, Chapter 21: Residential Lighting Evaluation Protocol, The Uniform Methods Project,
published by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (February 2015), available at
http://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2015/02/f19/UMPChapter21-residential-lighting-evaluation-protocol.pdf.
58
Illinois Statewide Technical Reference Manual for Energy Efficiency, Residential Measures, Final, Version 5.0,
Volume 3 at 205 (February 11th, 2016, effective June 1st, 2016), available at
http://ilsagfiles.org/SAG_files/Technical_Reference_Manual/Version_5/Final/ILTRM_Effective_060116_v5.0_Vol_3_Res_021116_Final.pdf.
59
Id.
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561

A: Changing the measure life assumption would not change the annual savings level. However,

562

it would have an important effect on UCT net benefits calculations used for estimates of shared

563

savings. If all CFLs promoted by the Companies through the Residential Energy Efficient

564

Products program were standard CFLs, the impact of this measure life change would be about a
in net benefits across all the Companies over the three-year plan.60 That

565

in shared savings for the Companies’ shareholders

566

would translate to about a

567

under the

568

There are two clarifications that should be made about these estimates. First, they assume that

569

all CFLs promoted by the Companies are standard, rather than specialty, CFLs. This is

570

important because specialty products – e.g. dimmables, three-ways, candelabra-based products,

571

etc. – are not covered by the 2020 EISA standards. Thus, assuming longer measure lives for

572

those products is appropriate. Put another way, my estimates of reductions in UCT net benefits

573

and shareholder incentives resulting from a lowering of CFL measure lives would need to be

574

lowered by the percent of CFL savings the Companies are expected to get from specialty CFLs.

575

The Companies have not forecast the proportion that would be specialty products.61

576

Second, I have only computed the impact for CFLs moved through the Companies’ Residential

577

Energy Efficient Products program. Similar adjustments would need to be made to standard

578

CFLs forecast to move through all other residential and business efficiency programs, including

579

the Customer Action Programs (in the event my recommendation to exclude savings from such

shared savings tier.

60

This estimate was developed by comparing: (A) the net present value of the benefits for the measure under the
Companies’ assumptions about avoided costs (see Exhibit CN-10), per unit savings and measure life (based on
Proposed Plans, Attachment A, Appendix C-1) and participation rates (based on Proposed Plans, Attachment A,
Appendix C-2); to (B) the net present value with only the per unit measure life changed as suggested in my
testimony (see Exhibit CN-12).
61
See Exhibit CN-11.
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580

programs was not implemented). I would expect that to be a non-trivial additional downward

581

adjustment to total portfolio UCT net benefits and shareholder incentives.

582

Q: Please elaborate on the nature of your concern regarding the Companies’ LED lamp

583

measure life assumption.

584

A: It is essentially the same concern as I just described for CFLs. There is just one small

585

complication for LEDs. LEDs are slightly more efficient than CFLs. Thus, while the 2020

586

baseline change to a level equal to CFLs effectively means that no CFL savings should be

587

assumed to continue after that date, the effect on LEDs is to eliminate only the large majority of

588

savings after 2020. Put another way, the Companies should not be able to claim 37 kWh of

589

annual savings for 15 years for LED lamps as the Proposed Plans propose.62 Rather, for LED

590

lamps installed in 2017, 2018 and 2019, they should be able to claim the 37 kWh for three years,

591

two years and one year, respectively, and then claim about 6 kWh (i.e. about 16% of the initial

592

37 kWh) for the remainder of the LED life which takes place post-2020.63

593

The Illinois TRM explains this “mid-life baseline adjustment” as follows:

594
595
596
597

During the lifetime of a standard Omnidirectional LED, the baseline
incandescent/halogen bulb would need to be replaced multiple times. Since the baseline
bulb changes over time (except for <300 and >2600+ lumen lamps) the annual savings
claim must be reduced within the life of the measure to account for this baseline shift.

598
599

For example, for 60W equivalent bulbs installed in 2014, the full savings…should be
claimed for the first six years, but a reduced annual savings (…[initial first year energy

62

Proposed Plans, Attachment A, Appendix C-1 at 2 of 8.
Note that I am not necessarily endorsing the 37 annual kWh assumption put forward by the Companies. I have
not reviewed the reasonableness of that assumption. I use it here as a default to illustrate the impact of just changing
the assumed life of full LED savings.
63
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600
601

savings]…multiplied by the adjustment factor in the table below) claimed for the
remainder of the measure life.64

602

603
604

As you can see from the Illinois table, the portion of initial LED savings that no longer applies

605

after 2020 varies by lamp light output level. The average remaining savings across the four

606

categories shown is 16%, representing an 84% reduction from pre-2020 annual savings levels.

607

Q: What would be the implications of changing the Companies’ assumptions about the life

608

of their annual savings estimates for standard LEDs – i.e. reducing savings levels by about

609

84% post-2020?

610

A: This would not change the annual savings levels for the 2017, 2018 and 2019 program years.

611

However, it would have a substantial effect on UCT net benefits calculations used for estimates

612

of shared savings. If all LEDs promoted by the Companies through the Residential Energy

613

Efficient Products program were standard LEDs, the impact of this measure life change would be

614

about a

in net benefits across all the Companies over the three-year plan.

64

Illinois Statewide Technical Reference Manual for Energy Efficiency, Residential Measures, Final, Version 5.0,
Volume 3 at 261.
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in shared savings for the Companies’

615

That would translate to about a

616

shareholders under the

617

As with the CFL example discussed above, there are two clarifications that should be made about

618

these estimates. First, my estimates of reductions in UCT net benefits and shareholder incentives

619

resulting from a reduction in the life LED savings would need to be lowered by the percent of

620

LED savings the Companies are expecting to get from specialty LEDs. Second, I have only

621

computed the impact for LEDs moved through the Companies’ Residential Energy Efficient

622

Products program; similar adjustments would need to be made to standard LEDs forecast to

623

move through all other residential and business efficiency programs, including the Customer

624

Action Programs (in the event my recommendation to exclude savings from such programs was

625

not implemented).

shared savings tier.65

65

This estimate was developed by comparing: (A) the net present value of the benefits for the measure under the
Companies’ assumptions about avoided costs (see Exhibit CN-10), per unit savings and measure life (based on
Proposed Plans, Attachment A, Appendix C-1) and participation rates (based on Proposed Plans, Attachment A,
Appendix C-2); to (B) the net present value with only the per unit measure life changed as suggested in my
testimony (see Exhibit CN-12).
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626

VI.

RECOMMENDATIONS

627

Q: Please summarize the recommendations you have for improving the Companies’

628

Proposed Plans to address the concerns you have raised.

629

A: I offer the following recommendations to the Commission:

630

1. Changes to the Companies’ Proposed Shared Savings Mechanism

631

a. Make the annual savings level at which the Companies trigger earning of any shared savings

632

equal to each Company’s share of the 800,000 MWh goal (adjusted for opt-outs) that was

633

established in the ESP IV Stipulation and to which they committed in their Proposed Plans.

634

The shared savings “tiers,” compliance percentages and incentive percentages would all be

635

pegged to that goal, such that the maximum 13% shared savings for Tier 5 would be earned

636

once a Company had achieved at least 115% of its portion of a 920,000 MWh (adjusted for

637

opt outs) savings level.

638

b. Exclude from any shared savings calculations the savings (and costs) associated with all

639

Customer Action Programs, the Mercantile Customer Program, the ESID program and any

640

other programs whose savings the Companies will have had no material role in producing.

641

c. Require that the impacts of all non-cost effective programs be included in the shared savings

642

calculation.

643

2. Changes to Portfolio and Program Designs to Reflect Best Practices

644
645

a. Eliminate all standard CFLs from all efficiency programs; they should be replaced with
standard LEDs.
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646

b. Require that, starting in 2017, the Companies jointly use midstream or upstream incentive

647

approaches to promoting at least two different non-lighting efficiency measures. Efficient

648

circulator pumps would be one good option; there are many others (particularly HVAC and

649

water heating measures). If such “tests” of the concept prove effective, then the Companies

650

should be required to apply this best practice approach to other measures during the 2017 to

651

2019 plan period.

652

c. Require that the Companies commit, wherever feasible, to joint delivery with gas utilities of

653

all aspects of at least their Energy Efficient Homes and Low Income Energy Efficiency

654

programs.

655

3. Changes to Savings Assumptions

656
657
658

a. Require that the utilities adjust their refrigerator recycling annual savings assumption to 1020
kWh.
b. In the event that the Commission does not fully adopt the recommendation in VI.2.a to

659

eliminate all standard CFLs from the Companies’ Proposed Plans, make clear that the

660

Companies will not be able to claim any benefits beyond 2020 for standard CFLs, to account

661

for the impacts of 2020 federal lighting efficiency standards, in their computation of shared

662

savings.

663

c. Make clear the Companies will need to reduce their estimated savings for standard LEDs to 6

664

kWh per year post-2020 (for all such products installed during the 2017 to 2019 plan period),

665

to account for the impacts of 2020 federal lighting efficiency standards, in their computation

666

of shared savings.
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667
668

d. Commit to a docketed process to solicit stakeholder comment and update the Ohio TRM by
mid-2017.

669

e. Commit to adopting a process for subsequent annual updates to the Ohio TRM by mid-2017.

670

f. Commit to adopting clear guidelines regarding when the Ohio TRM must be used and when

671

or under what conditions deviation from its assumptions is permissible.

672

Q: Does this conclude your testimony?

673

A: Yes.
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